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INTRODUCTION 
Our remote sensing analyses c o n f m  the fact that pyroclastic deposits are more numerous 

and widespread than initially mapped, and that greater volumes of material were erupted than 
initially interpretted. As a result of our systematic telescopic remote sensing and mapping of 
portions of the lunar nearside, we have identified and mapped numerous, previously 
unrecognized, pyroclastic deposits, including new deposits NE of Humorum basin and SW of 
Crisium Basin (Figure 1). Analysis of the ground-based telescopic spectra and orbital 
geochemistry data has enabled classification of these pyroclastic deposits into different spectral1 
compositional groups. 

LUNAR PYROCLASTICS 
Specifically, two generic classes have been identified, regional and localized. From the 

former, two separate spectral compositional groups have been identified; one is dominated by 
Fez+-bearing glasses, the other is composed of ilmenite-rich black spheres. Three separate 
spectral groups identified among the localized deposits; highlands-rich, olivine-rich and mare- 
rich. Returned sample studies and the recently collected Galileo and Clementine data corroborate 
these findings. 

Lunar dark mantle deposits of pyroclastic origin are more numerous, extensive, and 
widely distributed than previously thought (Figure 1). As a result of our systematic telescopic 
remote sensing and mapping of selected portions of the lunar nearside, we have identified and 
mapped numerous, previously unrecognized, pyroclastic deposits. Some of these are classic lunar 
dark mantle deposits (LDMD) similar to those seen in the floors of Alphonsus, Atlas, and 
Franklin craters. Newly identified LDMD deposits occur on the floors of Gauss and Mersenius 
craters and in many areas of the northwestern limb of the Moon [I-31. 

Other small "localized" dark mantle deposits have been identified that appear to be 
related to larger regional dark mantle deposits (RDMD). These localized deposits appear to be 
either the thicker portions of an initially thin RDMD (e.g., Apollo 15 region) or the small, 
unflooded portions of dark mantle deposits that were originally of regional extent (e.g., deposits 
NE of Humorum) [4]. 

In addition, the currently available remote sensing and geologic data indicate that RDMD 
orginally covered much larger surface areas. A previously unmapped RDMD has been identified 
SW of Mare Nectaris [5]. Much evidence exists that the previously recognized RDMD were 
originally more extensive. Many RDMD are embayed by subsequent mare basalt flows [e.g.,$,7] 
and hence must have originally covered larger areas. Dark mantled hills and hummocks often 
occur near or between regional deposits. This also suggests that the original extents of several 
regional deposits were much greater. For example, there is little reason to think that several 
portions of the RDMD's southeast of Copernicus were not once continuous. Finally, albedo data 
and multispectral imagery suggest that the thicker core deposits of the RDMD are surrounded by 
much t h i ~ e r  "fringe" deposits. The outer portion of the fringe consists of a mixture of 
pyroclastic debris and subjacent highlands material. The presence of a major component of 
pyroclastic debris in the regolith surrounding the core RDMD's has important implications for a 
variety of remote sensing data sets collected for these areas. Our results concerning the number 
and arrangement of vents as well as RDMD thickness variations as a function of distance from 
the major source vents are consistent with the model presented by Head and Wilson [8] for the 
transport of pyroclastic debris to large distances from the source vents. 
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SUMMARY 
Based on the results of our geologic and remote sensing studies, we now believe that 

some pyroclastic deposits are the exposed remnants of much larger regional deposits that are now 
largely buried by later lava flows andlor crater ejecta. For example, the deposits near the Imbrian 
ring NW of Copernicus appear to be the thicker portion of a relatively thin regional deposit, and 
the deposits NW of Humorum appear to be the unflooded portion of a dark mantle deposit that 
was originally of regional extent. In addition, localized dark mantle deposits are more numerous 
and widely distributed than previously thought. 
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Figure 1 : Location of 
identified regional dark 
mantle deposits 
(RDMD) - gray 
stippled patches, and 
smaller localized dark 
mantle deposits 
(LDMD) - small white 
patches. 
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